Evaluation of hooves’ morphometric parameters in different hoof trimming times in dairy cows
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Abstract

Wide variety of timings and techniques has been used based on the housing, production, availability of requirements etc. This current study was done for a morphologic evaluation of the cow’s digit in different trimming times. A dairy herd with 2200 milking cow, free stalls barns, average daily production of 36 liters per cow was selected. Forty cows were assigned to four groups based on hoof trimming times as, 100–120 days in milk (Group I), cows before drying (Group II), visual long toed cows (Group III) and delayed pregnant cows (Group IV). Toe length from coronary band to the toe tip (A), dorsal hoof angle (D), toe height from coronary band in toe region to the ground level (B), heel height from coronary band in heel region to the ground level (C) and heel height to toe length proportion was measured. The highest toe length was recorded in medial digit of group IV (9.19 ± 0.68 cm) and the lowest one recorded in lateral digit of group I (8.28 ± 0.62 cm). Distribution of the cows in different groups under study was based on their toe length, as the highest and lowest distribution were recorded in groups III and I, respectively. The highest measurements in all indices were recorded in group IV that followed by group III except for toe height that was higher in group II following group IV. The lowest toe length was recorded in group I that needs more attention due to the risk of over trimming and its supposed complications in this group.
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چکیده
ارزیابی پارامترهای مورفومتریک سَم گَاو در زمان های مختلف سَم چینی

محدوده وسيعی از زمان بندي ها و روش ها برای سم چینی می‌گردد که مبتني بر سیستم های تهیه‌گر، توپ‌های مختلف و غيره می‌باشد. مطالعه حاضر به منظور ارزیابی مورفومتریک سَم انداهای حركتی قدمانی گاو در هر یک از زمان بنی در هر یک از میان این ابزارهای مختلفی که گیره گاو شیری با 200 راس گاو دوشا، سیستم فري استال، توپ‌های نوین، 36 روز در زمان انتخاب گردید. جهل راس گاو در چهار گروه مبتني بر زمان بندي سه 100 روز پس از شروط (گروه 1)، قبل از شروط (گروه 2)، گاه‌های سَم بافت که به شکل جنی در این گروه گزارش شده‌اند. طول پنجه، زاویه استاء انگشت، ارتفاع پنجه و ارتفاع پاشنه و همچنین نسبت ارتفاع پاشنه به طول پنجه در هر دو انگشت اندام های حركتی قدمانی اندامهای گیمی و ارزیابی گردید. میانگین پیش‌ترین طول پنجه در انگشت داخلی گروه 4 (9.19 ± 0.68 سانتی‌متر) و میانگین کم‌ترین این میزان در انگشت داخلی گروه 1 (8.28 ± 0.62 سانتی‌متر) ثبت گردید. توزیع گاوها به طور نسبی پس از انتخاب پنجه در انگشت داخلی گروه 1 ثابت گردید که بعد از آن اندازه‌های گروه 3 یا 4 گزارش شده و نمودار رفتارهای در گروه 1 و 2 می‌باشد. به همین دلیل، طول پنجه در گروه 1 ثابت گردید که نیازمند توجه بیشتر به جلوگیری از خطر برداشت زیاده از حد در سَم چینی و عوارض احتمالی‌اش ناشی از آن می‌باشد.

واژه‌های کلیدی: سَم، گَاو، مورفومتری
Introduction

Lameness is a result of changes in locomotion system of the cow that may be produced by congenital abnormalities, infectious, non-infectious, metabolic conditions and trauma, and is placed in the third place after infertility and reproduction disorders in health issues of the cows. Lameness may result in less milk production, however, it is the most important economic loss resulted from infertility and early culling of the affected animals. High milk production is a risk factor for lameness and lameness can decrease milk production. However, Haskel et al. did not find any correlation between high milk production and increase risk of lameness. Concrete floors result in higher claw growth with decreased claw angles, due to increased wear and tear.

Cow gait is different between fore and hind limbs that result in different weight bearing pattern. In sound animals mechanical pressures produce a slight energy movement in the hooves that can help in hooves circulation. However, this pressure is higher in medial digit of the forelimb and lateral digit of the hind limb. Weight distribution between the two digits in forelimb is relatively equal but this distribution in hind limbs is mostly on the lateral claw. In an untrimmed cow 20% of the weight is on the medial claw of the hind limb and 80% is on the lateral one, this distribution changes to 30% and 70% on medial and lateral claw, respectively, after hoof trimming. This finding shows some imbalance even after hoof trimming.

The main aim in Dutch-method of functional hoof trimming is achieving a flat weight bearing surface to provide maximum supportive area with reduction of pressure on the sole. This method increases contact area with a concomitant decrease of average claw pressure by ±30% and also shifts some pressure from the lateral hind (±10%) to the medial claw.

It is recommended that cows be trimmed two times a year, heifers do not need trimming before parturition, unless showing apparent lameness or having very long toes (At least 10.00 to 12.00 cm). Effects of hoof trimming on the weight bearing patterns will stay for 26 weeks. In some farms this time may reduce to 4 months so in a herd with digital problems trimming should be done every 3 to 4 month (3 to 4 times a year).

The changes in growth and wear rates result in changes in hoof conformation. The rate of growth of the hoof horn increase significantly after calving but the rate of wear does not increase. In contrast, the type of housing do not have significant effect on the growth of the hoof horn, but the heifers in straw yards have significantly lower rates of lateral horn wear.

Long intervals of hoof trimming is known as the main reason for reduction of beneficial effects of hoof trimming in free stalls. More than a 7-month interval between two hoof trimmings result in more digital dermatitis, interdigital dermatitis and heel erosion.

However, Huber et al. reported an increase in heel erosion, digital dermatitis, laminitis and white line separation by decreasing hoof trimming intervals to less than four months. Hoof trimming on mid lactation reduced new lame cases by 25% at late lactation and before drying resulted in better hooves in parturition time. Shape of the hooves based on milking period and times to parturition, drying, and gestation could be different that may need more attention to this different shape in each trimming session. This study was done to evaluate common morphological findings of the lateral and medial hooves of forelimb in different hoof trimming timings in dairy cows.

Materials and Methods

This study was done in a dairy farm with 2200 milking cow, free stall barns, average daily production of 36 liters. Hoof care consisted regular hoof trimming in following times: 100-120 days in milk (DIM) (Group I), before drying (Group II), visual long toed cows (Group III) and delayed pregnant cows (Group IV). Forty cows from each group were selected randomly selected and following measurements were done after elevation of the hooves in trimming chute: toe length from coronary band to the toe tip (A), dorsal hoof angle (°) measured between dorsal hoof wall and sole lines by a protractor (D), toe height (cm) from coronary band in toe region to the ground level (B), heel height (cm) from coronary band in heel region to the ground level (C) and heel height to toe length proportion (%), (Fig. 1).

Data Analysis. Data were analyzed by Student t test and one way analysis of variance (ANOVA), a Holm-Sidak test was used in case of any significance as a post hoc test in Sigmastat software (Jandel Scientific, San Rafael, USA). Group I was served as control group and all measurements were compared with this group. A p < 0.05 was considered as significant level.

![Fig. 1. Hoof measurements: A) Toe length, B) Toe height, C) Heel height, D) Toe angle.](image)
Table 1. Mean ± SD of measurements in lateral and medial claws in experimental groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurements</th>
<th>Groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Digit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lateral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Medial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lateral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Lateral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Medial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lateral</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Asterisks indicate significant difference between lateral and medial digits (p < 0.05).

The toe length was recorded as 8.46, 9.22, 9.75 and 9.54 (cm) for group I, II, III and IV, respectively. Overall measurements in different groups under study are shown in Table 2. The highest measurements in all indices were recorded in group IV that was followed by group II except heel height that was higher in group II compared to group I. The toe length was recorded significantly higher in all groups compared to those of group I, however, all other measurements in group IV were significantly higher than those of group I (Table 2).

Discussion

Hoof trimming in group I was done after a period of metabolic stress and negative energy balance. Group II cows were trimmed based on pregnancy and in case of any reproduction problem, time distance between these two hoof trimmings was extended that resulted in over-growing of the claws. Such a cow (Group IV) was detected by a formula based on average open days of the herd. Visual detection of the long toed cows is the main, producing cows of the herd annually. However Van der Tol et al. recommended 2 to 3 times of hoof trimming in a year. Manske et al. reported reasonable results by two times of hoof trimming in a year, it was reported that lameness and other problems related to laminitis (specially sole ulcer) could be reduced by a hoof trimming 4-5 months before the high risk season. Dorsal hoof wall in toe region by its most tubular density is the hardest part of the hoof that result in rapid growth. Group III cows showed longer toes (over 8.00 cm), showing toe length that was considered a factor in detecting such a cows.

Based on average of 130 days open in this herd, around 230 days took between hoof trimming of the cows between groups I and II and during this time just 0.19 cm growth recorded based on the average toe length. However, cow’s hoof normally grow as 0.50 cm per month, showing that wearing also is a very important finding among these cows that may result in thin sole.

Hoof overgrowth results in imbalance of the digits and weight bearing pattern changes that is not the case in long toes visually detected in cows. However, Nuss and Paulus reported the effect of age on longer toes, and size of the animals also has been proven to affect toe length. Difference between two digits toe length is considered as factor that can show demand of hoof trimming, in this study all groups showed significant difference in toe length and medial claw had longer toes than lateral ones, that is the case of previous reports. This difference shows that the animal needs trimming and making toes as equal as possible. The lowest toe length is recorded in group I that needs more attention due to the danger of over trimming and its complications in this group.

Table 2. Mean ± SD of different measurements in both digits of experimental groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurements</th>
<th>Groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Toe length (cm)</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.55 ± 0.71</td>
<td>8.74 ± 0.72*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toe height (cm)</td>
<td>6.69 ± 0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heel height (cm)</td>
<td>3.84 ± 0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angle degree (°)</td>
<td>50.98 ± 5.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heel height to toe length (%)</td>
<td>0.47 ± 0.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Asterisks indicate significant difference recorded with group I (p < 0.05).
Although number of cows with 8.00 cm and higher toe length are higher in group III, the average of the toe length is slightly higher in group IV than group III. Using previously mentioned formula for detecting delay pregnancy cows could help find long toe cows as well as visual detection of such cows.

Increasing toe height, toe angle and heel height in group IV show less wearing in all parts or may be a result in more wearing in toe region. These cows are prone to thin sole in toe region, and consequently toe ulcers, so diagnosing and treating these cows play a very important role in the herd. However, the lowest height was recorded in group III and the highest one was recorded in group IV. This index is reported by Somer which was 6.71 cm that is close to our findings.

Following toe growth heel should normally decrease, and weight shifts toward the heel. In this study toe length is longer in group IV than other groups as well as heel height that was higher than other groups. Two types of overgrowth is defined, the first one is balanced grow (toe and heel height increase in a similar rate, that is the case in cows on soft beddings) and the second one is free stall type of hoof growth. Results of this study showed the first type of hoof growth in group IV. However, this finding regarding freestall barn usage in all groups need more investigation. An important relation between heel height and toe length resulted in a balance between cranial and caudal part of a digit. Higher ratios show a balance growth of the hoof and equal growth and wear of the heel and the toe. This ratio was higher in group IV than other groups that can be a result of balance growth of the feet and more wear in toe region.

Imbalance between heel heights of two digits may result in injuries like sole and heel ulcers. Heel height was different in all groups under study, that indicate the necessity of hoof trimming in all groups. Heel height was reported as 3.00 to 4.00 cm, that can change from 2.50 to 3.50 in younger and 3.00 to 4.50 cm in older cows that is the case in present study. However, Winkler and Margerison reported 5.20 to 6.30 cm of heel height in cow in Holstein breed. Hoof trimming resulted in higher toe angle that help in more stability of the hooves and increasing heel height and finally reducing conditions like digital dermatitis and foot rot. Toe angle can increase by growth of heel bulb in zone 6 of the hooves and also wearing of the toe, on other hand increasing toe length in overgrown hooves results in decreasing toe angle. This angle is reported as 50 degree in forelimbs. Blowey reported 45 to 50 degree for the best weight bearing in hooves. However, Burgt and Cook believe that toe angles of more than 52 results in more protection of the digital cushions and postpone claw horn defects. In current study highest toe angle was recorded in group IV and the least one in group II, however, all measurements were above 50 degree.
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